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This essay looks at the relationship between architectural production and water 

landscapes in central India, in a region now encompassed by the state of Madhya Pradesh, during 
a period primarily spanning the turn of the first millennium, but working also diachronically 
through the present day. The first part of my essay takes, as a point of departure, a large lake 
encountered by the Mughal emperor Babur in January of 1528 while engaging in a campaign to 
take control of the fortress at Chanderi, located on the eastern edge of the Malwa plateau. 
Although this lake unfortunately no longer remains today, it was described in the Baburnama as 
a vast body of water, nearly a dozen miles in perimeter, this lake was created by a dam built 
between mountains set to the east of a place called Kachwaha, identifiable today as the village of 
Kadwaha. In addition to reconstructing the approximate contours of Babur’s lake using a 
combination of survey analysis and GIS technology, I look at how it gave rise to a broader built 
environment located, both geographically and chronologically, on the outermost extents of a 
larger early medieval temple town. 

The second part of the essay moves beyond Kadwaha’s immediate environment to situate 
the building practices seen there within a broader landscape, in which bodies of water formed 
both the locus and impetus not only for architectural activities but also for travel. I look at the 
ways in which the build environment grew around and interacted with rivers, tanks, and artificial 
lakes, not only through their placement and siting, but also through their ornamentation. Water 
landscapes, I suggest, navigated between the imaginary and the real, functioning as landmarks 
for real travelers and virtual "placemarks" for those experiencing travel through the narratives of 
others. To establish this notion, I look both through my most recent field surveys and to a range 
of textual sources, including medieval inscriptions and courtly literature, in which bodies of 
water, locally identifiable in the real landscape, are imagined in a variety of ways. For example, 
inscriptional references to the Madhumati or Madhuveni river, literally a river “rich in honey,” in 
both memorial pillar and monastery inscriptions evoke a real geography which is imagined more 
figuratively in courtly drama by poets such as Bhavabhuti (c. 8th century). In these sources water 
was multivalent in both pragmatic and symbolically significant ways. It marked both the onset of 
life, as in metaphors of life-giving waters, as well as its end, through rituals of cremation and 
death. Rivers gave rise to settlements and living communities, and they formed routes for 
commerce, even as they facilitated military travel and conquest. 

The essay concludes by coming back to Kadwaha. It looks at how the lake that Babur 
described was envisioned by others, and it makes a case for why looking at water is essential for 
writing histories of architecture and the broader built environment. 


